vRanger Pro 5.3

Quest vRanger 5.3 and NetVault SmartDisk – vRanger Edition 1.5 are now generally available. Quest vRanger is the #1 VMware data protection solution and over 40,000 customers use vRanger Pro to protect their critical business data every single day relying on its speed, simplicity, and scalability. This is a big release for vRanger introducing enterprise-class de-duplication at an SMB price.

- **Full VMware ESX and ESXi support** — provides a wide range of backup and recovery and Disaster Recovery (DR) replication capabilities
- **Flexible Enterprise Class De-duplication** — integration with Netvault™ SmartDisk – vRanger™ Edition gives vRanger enterprise class dededuplication at an SMB price that is Industrial-strength byte-level variable block based with a hardware agnostic architecture making it easy to expand capacity
- **Virtual Appliance (VA) for ESXi** — uses low resource Virtual Appliance to replicate ESXi VM data including differential replication
- **Stöd för VMware HotAdd** — ger snabbare och effektivare backup och replikering over nätverket speeds when making network backups of ESXi
- **Best-in-class vCenter integration** — enhances security for compliance with support for granular ESXi service lock-down and eliminates host root login requirements
- **Certified VMware Ready for vSphere 5** — the only purpose-built VMware data protection application to offer this level of integration to date

Learn More and Try

Quest TVDP

Everything You Need to Safeguard Your VMware Infrastructure

- **TVDP Standard Edition**: Quest vRanger Pro, Quest Recovery Manager for Active Directory, Quest Recovery Manager for Exchange and Quest Recovery Manager for SharePoint.
- **TVDP Database Edition**: Everything in the standard edition, plus Quest LiteSpeed for SQL Server

Learn More and Try

Svalövs Kommun – New Case Study

*If anything goes wrong with an upgrade, for instance, we can easily roll back to an earlier snapshot. vRanger is essential to us; it’s our insurance policy. We wouldn’t attempt a virtualised project without it.*

- Michael Andersson
  Chief Administrative Officer
  Svalövs kommun
NetVault Smart Disk – vRanger Edition

Quest NetVault SmartDisk delivers disk to disk backup and data deduplication that frees up storage space and significantly reduces storage costs. Acting as the deduplication engine for both NetVault Backup and vRanger, the software-based solution is optimized for virtual and heterogeneous environments.

Its powerful, byte-level, variable-block deduplication and advanced data compression packs more protected data in the same storage area, enabling you to reduce your backup storage footprint by up to 90%.

- Integrate with your existing hardware – no specialized drives or appliances needed
- Simplify deployment and management with deduplication that's integrated with your backup software
- Move older data off site or to less expensive storage (i.e. tape) using NetVault Backup

NetVault SmartDisk works with both NetVault Backup and vRanger. Request a free trial for your backup solution and experience the power of deduplication yourself:

Learn More and try

vOptimizer Pro

Reduce Storage Costs by Reclaiming Space and Improve VM I/O Performance With 64K Alignments

- Provides visibility of the total amount and value of over-allocated VM storage
- Reclams wasted VM storage (shrinking VMDK disk files) for use by other applications and business units
- Automates the resizing of VMs -- either larger or smaller -- to cut administration time
- Prevents VM outages due to storage shortages
- Improves VM I/O performance by up to 15% through 64K partition block alignment

Learn More and Try
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